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THE UPPER BOUNDS FOR EIGENVALUES OF

DIRAC OPERATORS

By

Zhou JlANWEI

Abstract. Let D be a Dirac operator on a compact oriented

Riemannian manifold M of dimension 2m. The operator D can be

one of the four classicalellipticoperators that arise from geometry,

or one of the twisted operators of these four operators. Let k＼be the

£>th nonzero eigenvalue of the operator D2 counting with multi-

plicity.We show that

Xk < c(2m) max ( N(a)

V(M)

)
＼lm

( 2m-l(m0 + k- l)-2-mm0 + l

＼ko＼V(M)

)""}

where N(a) is an integer determined by the geometry of M, mo the

dimension of the kernel of D2 and ko an integer defined by the

operator D. These results,in case M being a surface, give a partial

answer to a conjecture of Yau.

1. Introduction

Let M be a compact Riemannian spin manifold, with a twisted classical

Dirac operator denoted by Dv. Vafa and Witten proved in [10] thatthere exist

universalupper bounds for the eigenvaluesof operator Dy. By the methods of

Vafa and Witten, Baum [3]obtained the upper bounds for the eigenvaluesof the

classicalDirac operatorin geometricalterms of M. Bunke [4],Glazebrook and

Kamber [7] made also the relatedworks.

By using the motheds developed by Vafa, Witten and Baum, we prove that

there existuniversalupper bounds for generalizedDirac operators.Our main
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results are Theorems 3.1 and 3.6. We also improve the estimates of the upper

bounds given by Baum. The Dirac operators discussed here can be one of the

four classicalellipticoperators that arise from geometry, or one of the twisted

operators of these four operators. To prove Theorem 3.1 we use Clifford bundles

C/(S2m) and C/(v). In §2, we study the properties of these bundles, especially

we compute the Chern character ch(C£±(S2m)).

It is well known that the Hodge-de Rham operator D = d + d acting on

the space of differentialforms is a Dirac operator. In [12, Problem 79], Yau

asked how to estimate the firstnonzero eigenvalue of Laplacian of D in terms of

computable geometry quantities. For these problems, we show in §4 that the

upper bounds of the firsteigenvalue of Laplacian D2 can be estimated by the

geometry and topology of M. For the case dim M ―2m and k sufficientlylarge,

the k-th.nonzero eigenvalue l]. of D2 counting with multiplicitycan be bounded

by

(, i i ＼＼lmmo + k-l＼'

-~2V(MT)

where mo is the sum of Bettinumbers of M. In [12, Problem 71],Yau asked the

validityof the followinginequalityfor M being a surface

4 c(g+l)

area(M)'

where c is a universal constant, g the genus of M and k＼ the A>th eigenvalue of

Laplacian acting on functions. This inequality is valid for the case k = 1 (see

Hersch [8],Yang and Yau [11]).We shall show that,in thiscase, the spectrum of

Laplacian D2 acting on functions is the same as that of D2 acting on differential

forms. Therefore Theorems 3.1 and 3.6 give a partial answer to this problem.

All manifolds considered in this paper are compact, oriented and without

boundary. The names of ellipticoperators used in this paper follows from Gilkey

[6] and Lawson and Michelsohn [9].

2. Clifford Bundles on S2m

Let v be the unit outward norm on the unit sphere S2m. Let Cf(S2m) and

CY(i?) be the associated Clifford bundles of TS2m and the normal bundle on S2m

respectively, Cf(S2m) = C/{S2m) <g)C, Ct(v) = C/{v) R C. Let <pu ... ,(p2m be an

oriented local orthonormal basis of TS2m and Ct(S2m) = C/+(S2m) 0 Cr{S2m)

a decomposition, C/±(S2m) = (1 ± coc)■C/(S2w), where coc = (V^＼)m(p{ ■■■<plm

and the notation ･ stands for the Clifford multiplication.
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Lemma 2.1. Let V be a covariant derivative on

the Levi-Civita connection on TS2m. Then for any

T{C^±(S2m)), we have

V^ = Xijj - I [y ･ X ■ijj- if/■v ■X]

449

Ct(S2m) determined by

XeT(TS2m) and ＼1/e

Proof. Let (x1,...,x2m+l) be the Euclidean coordinates on R2m+X and

the flatconnection on R2m+l. For any vector fieldsX = Y,X＼d/dxi), Y

V fUd/dxJ) on R2m+l, we have

V
_ *―v-,- dYj d

x ^ dxl dxJ

If X, Y eT(TS2m), the Levi-Civitaconnection V on S2m is defined by

yx Y = XY - (XY, v}v.

By (XY, v} = X( Y, v} - < F, Xv} = -<X, F>, we have

VxY = XY+(X,Y)v.

Let ＼jj= (p.･･･(pi be a local section of C^(S2m). From

v ■X ■q>h ■■■q>k = -2<X, <ph }v<ph ■■■<pk + (ph ■v ■X(ph ■■■(pik

k

-2 (Pix ･･･<*, <Pi> ■■■<Pik+ Vi, ･･■(Pik-v-X

we have

Vx^ =
XX

■■■Vx(ph''' ^

= X＼jj-＼[v-X -ijj-^-v-X].

Since Vxcoc = 0, the covariant derivative V^ preserves the

CnS2m) = Ct+(S2m) 0 Cr(S2m). The lemma is proved.

V

decomposition

□

Proposition 2.2. The Chern character of Cf±(S2m) is given by

ch(C<f±(S2m)) = 2m(2m-la0±0L2m),

where a,-are the generators of Hl(S2m;Z).

Lemma 2.3. Let C^2m ― C^2m c ^^2m be the decomposition defined as

usually. For any (p = eix ･■･ ei2k, ＼j/= e^ ■■■ej,, i＼ < ･ ･ ･ < ijk, j＼ < ･ ･■< j), we define
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a map F9^ : df^m -> Cffm, iy ,/,(£)= (p ■£■＼jj,where e＼,...,e2m is an oriented

orthonormal basis of R2m. Then we have

tr(FvMc^ '-

{ o2w―1

±(-^l)m22m-1

0.

(p=ll/=l;

(p = eie2---e2m, ＼＼i= 1

otherwise.

This lemma can be proved easily. We prove Proposition 2.2 only.

Proof. Let col,...,co2m be a dual basis of <pl,...,<p2mand R=l/$Y1

Rykico1aco7 (x)(pk(plbe an operator acting on T{C£±(S2m)), where Ryu =Sjkdn

Sjidjkare the components of curvature tensor on sphere S2m. Since

R-<PP = iY,Rijpi 1 acoj R ft + <pp･ R,

the curvature operator on the Clifford bundle C^±{S2m) is given by

R-R: r(C7± (S2m)) -> A2(S2m) R r(C/± (S2m)),

(R-R)£ = R-£-£-R, £ET(C/±(S2m)).

Then the Chern character of C/f±(S2m) is defined by the closed form

ch(Cf±(S2m)) = tr

By Lemma 2.3, we need only to

m 1

ml

nm

(Sn)mm＼

{

In

compute

C^fS21")

}

Y^
(DH A CO12 A ■･ - A CO'2m (g> ^/( (ph ■■■(phm

{-V^l)m{2m)＼

(87r)Mm!
CO1 A CO2 A ･■･ ACO2w R(p＼(p2- ･ -(Pjm

We obtain

ch{Ct±(S2m))=2m(2m-l≪0±a2m),

where a2m = (-l)w((2m)!/2 ･ m＼nm4m)col a ■■■/＼co2m is a generator

H2m(S2m;Z).

of

□

3. Upper Bounds for Eigenvalues of Dirac Operators

Let M be a compact orientedRiemannian manifold of dimension 2m and

S = S+ 0 $- be a bundle of leftmodules over C^(M). Let D : HS) -≫･r(5) be
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a generalizedDirac operator on M. The operator D is selfadjointand D°―

D:T{S+)^T{S-), D°*=D :＼{$-)-+T(S+). Let eu...,e2m be a local

orthonormal basison M and V5 be a covariant derivativeon S, then we have

(see [9],II.§5)

2m

7=1

The spectrum of the Dirac operator D : T(S) ―>■T(S) is symmetric to zero.If

k1 is an eigenvalue of D1, ±X are the eigenvalues of D. Let 0 = kl < hi < ■■■

denote the eigenvalues of D2 and rrijbe the multiplicityof aJ. If j > 0

Let / : M ― S2m be a smooth map. Define

＼＼df＼＼x= sup
W(v)＼

vgTxM ＼v
xeM; ＼＼df＼＼n=max||J/||x,

xeM

rrij is even.

where dfis the tangent map of / One can show thatthe norm of the cotangent

map /* of /equals ＼＼df＼＼x.

The following theorem is a generalizationof [3] and [101.

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a Dirac bundle over M and D : T(S) ― T(S) be a

Dirac operator with the index ind(D°) = ＼MF, where F ― ko + ･■■is a charac-

teristicform on M, ko e C. We assume that kR ^ 0. Let f : M ―>S2m be a smooth

map with degree deg(/) which satisfies＼ko＼deg(/) > 2m"1(mo + ･･･ + m^-i) ―

2~mmQ. Then the k-th eigenvalue of D is bounded by

|4 < VMm+l)＼＼df＼＼x.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to that of Baum [3].

Let V^ be the covariant derivative on the induced bundle f*[C^±{S2m) ■

Cf(v)} defined by

v{(/*t)=/*(V#wt), XeT(TM), xeT[C^{S2m)-C^v%

where V is the covariant derivative on C^±(S2m) ■Ct{v) defined in §2 and

Vv = 0. Let V° be the covariant derivative on f*[Cf{S2m) ■C≪f(u)]defined by the

trivialconnection on TS2m c v = S2m x R2m+l. If there is no danger of confusion

we omit the symbol /*. Define operators Dy and Do as follows:

Df : F{S (x)CY± (S2m) ■C≪f(u)) - T(S R C/1 (S2m) ■Cf(v)),
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Do : T(S <g)CnS2m) ■Ct(v)) -> T(S (g)C/(S2m) ■CS(v))

A) = j>[v;;Ri + iRv≪]

The twisted Dirac operators Do and Dj- are essentiallyselfadjoint.Denote

Df = Dt c Dj and Lf = Df ―Dq. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the

comparison of the spectrum of the twisted operators Df and Do- Since SR

f*[Cf(S2m) ■C7(y)] ^ S c ･･･ 0 S = 22m+lS, for each j, the eigenvalue l) of D2

is also the eigenvalue of Dp with multiplicity22m+1m,-. By the perturbation theory,

to prove Theorem 3.1, we need only to estimate the norm of Lf and the di-

mension of kerD/.

We firstcalculate the norm of Lf. Let e＼,...,e-imand g>＼,...,(p2m be lacal

orthonormal frame fields on M and S2m respectively,df{e^) = Ylaik(Pk-

Lemma 3.2. The operator Lf is a selfadjointmorphism in the bundle S (x)

CS{S2m) ■Cf(v) which satisfies:

k
Lf{＼lfR<Pi ■■■(pi.)=

EE

j r=＼

erf R (pt ■■■(piajiv---(pi

Lf{^R(pix--- (pikv) = ~Yl ert R Vh ■■･ Vik
Yl

l^h,...Ak

＼lte T(S), h<--< ik

ajitpi

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and V°u = f*(df(ej)), Vfev = 0, for any i/je T{S)

<pe T{C/{S2m)), a,beC, we have

Lf(ij/R f*((pR (a + bv))

= E^RW - [v ■df{ej) -<p-<p-v df(ej)}(a + bv) - by ■df(ej)

Then

L/# <g)(ph ■･■(Pk)=
J2e$ R

^. "'' <df(ej)i Vir>■ ■･ <Pik

The second equation of the lemma follows from

M<A R <ph ■■■(pikv) =
Yl

eJ^ R vu ■■■<i//(e/-)5 n>u ･ ■■<Pikv

-Y]ej＼l>R(pu ■■■<pik-df(ej),
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r

+
E

/#/,,. ..,4

aji<Pi, v ■v = <PiT ■ <Pir -1
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□

Denote <,> the inner product on SR Ct?{S2m)■C7(u). Define the norm of

Lf by

I|£/L= max £e [S(x) C<?(S2m) ■CS{v)]x, xeM

Lemma 3.3. ＼＼Lf＼＼x< y/m(m + l)＼＼df＼＼x

Proof. We need only to prove the following two cases:

Case 1. Let £ = £ it,, <g)(pu ■■■<pt ifr,, e Sx, k = 1,2,..., 2m, then

U＼＼2= £ ||^-1...J|2.1From Lemma 3.2 we have

/, t r, s

It is easy to see that

(<ph---ajirv-(pik,(pji---atjsv--(pjky

(<ph---ajiv---(pik,(ph---atjv---(Pjky

= (-1)r+s < (ph ■■■(pir ■■■<pik, (ph ■■■&■■■ ipj }ajiratjs

Hence

■

ajiratir,

±ajiratjs

0.

r = s,i＼ = j＼,...,ik = jk;

{h,..., ir, ...,ik} = {j＼ ,...JS,..., jk}, js =£i＼,..., ik

otherwise.

(Lf£,LfO =
J2^2<eAh...ik,etil/il...ikyajiratir

+ ±<ejikh...ik,e!il/ir..-,iyajiati

Using the fact that the Cliffordmultiplicationby unit vectors of TXM on Sx

preservesthe inner product of Sx, then we have
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lZ(Z^*A-fc> jl^r^h-k) =

J2 ±(Jl^^h-^Yl^^h-i-h)

*2

2

Ewv-ji2 ･£"*<*

ii*<,■■*n2
£4

We have

J2 Jl^Mh-d + Ys^^h-U-kl

=
l-(2m-

2"

2

*)£ii^J2£44(2w-*)£iifw>Ji2£^

It is easy to see that

Then

Case 2. Let r＼

<L//7, Lfrf)

ll^llx <(k+(2m-k)k)＼＼a2x＼＼df＼＼i

max {k + (2m ―k)k＼ < m(m + 1)
1 < k < 2m

＼＼LfS＼＼x< y/m{m+＼)＼＼S＼＼x＼W＼＼x

Z>i,-≫* R<Pii
■■■(Pikv,then

=
5Z<eA

■■･<*>
*$h -Jk >

Similar to the Case 1, we have

/#/],..., 4

(

<Ph ■■■<Pik
Yl

a0h (ph ■■■(pjk
Y

atp(p^

= <

J2 cijiati, i＼= jx,..., k =jk]

/#/,,...,ik

Yl ± atir<*jl,

0.

{/I,...,/*,/}

P*JU-,jk

atp(Pp>

= {jl,---,jk,p], p =

otherwise.
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Then

(Lfrj, Lftj} <(2m-k + k(2m - k))M＼2x＼＼df＼＼2x

In this case we also have

＼＼Lfr,＼＼l<m(m+l)＼＼r,＼＼2x＼＼df＼＼2x.

The lemma is Droved.

Define ||L/||2= sup £e T(S (x)C^S2"1) ･ Ct(v)). Then

455

□

＼＼Lf＼＼< y/mim+mdfWn.

Since Dq = Df ―Lf, by the perturbation theory, in the interval

[―＼＼Lf＼＼,＼＼Lf＼＼],there are at least dim(kerZ)/) eigenvalues of Do- Now we estimate

the dimension of kerDy and complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. By Atiyah-

Singer index theorem, the indices of the operators

Do± = D± : T(S+ RCf± (S2m) ■C7(u)) -> T{S~ R CS* (S2m)
■
Ct(v))

are

Indpf) = 22'*K - m0) ± (-l)m2m+lk0deg(f),

where m^ = dimker(Z>|5+), ttiq= dimker(D|5^) and mo = m(j"+m^. Assuming

(―l)m£o = |AroI,it is easy to see that

dimker(D+|5+c/+(52m)C/(t)))> 2w+1|£0|deg(/) + 22w(m0+ - m0") + 2m0',

dimker(D+|5_c/+(^)c/([;)) > 2m^,

dimker(D/:|5+c^(52m)c/(i,))> 2m+,

dimker(/)/-|5_c^(52m)c/(!;))> 2m+x＼h＼deg(/) - 22'"(m0+- m0") + 2m0+.

Hence

dimker(D/) > 2m+2＼kQ＼deg(/) + 4m0.

For the case of (-l)w/:o = -|^o|, one can get the same inequality.

We have by assumption

dim(kerDf) > 22m+l(m0 + ･･･ + mk-i).
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Therefore in the interval [-||L/||, ||L/||] there are at least l+22w+1-

(mo -＼ h mk-i) eigenvalues of Do. But, as mentioned above, Do has the same

eigenvalues as D, and the number of the eigenvalues +kj, 0 < j < k ― 1, of Do

with their multiplicities is just 22m+l(mQ-＼ +nik-＼). Hence, the eigenvalues

±Xt of Do lie in the interval [-||L/-||, ＼＼Lf＼＼＼.This proves Theorem 3.1. □

By [6] and [9],we know that the four classicalellipticoperators (such as the

Hodge-de Rham, Signature, classicalDirac operators and the Dolbeault operators

on Kaehler manifolds) and their twisted operators are all generalized Dirac

operators. From Theorem 3.1, we have

Corollary 3.4. Let Dv be a twisted operator of one of the four classical

operators and f : M ―>S2m be a smooth map with degree |&o|deg(/) >

2m~l(mo + ＼-mk-＼)―2~mmo, then the k-th eigenvalue ±Xk of Dy is bounded

by

|4| < y/m{m+＼)＼＼df＼＼^

where ko = 2m rank V, for the case D° is the Signature or Hodge-de Rham op-

erator on M; ko = rank V, for the case D° is the classicalDirac operator on spin

manifold M or Dolbeault operator on kaehler manifold M.

Proof. Let Dv : T(S <g>V) -> r(5 R F) be a twisted operator of D :r(5) -+

r(<S) mentioned above. Then the index of D° and Dy can be represented by

md(D°) = lMF and ind(D°F) = jMF ■ch(V) = $Mk0 +■■■respectively.If D＼ is

not the twisted Hodge-de Rham operator, ko is a nonzero integer. Then the

corollary follows from Theorem 3.1. For the Hodge-de Rham operator the

number ko is zero. But the spectrum of the twisted Hodge-de Rham operator and

the corresponding twisted Signature operator are the same. □

Remark. The Dolbeault operator D on an almost complex manifold is not

the Dirac operator in the sense of [9].Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 stillholds

for such an operator. In fact, Theorem 3.1 holds for the operators which satisfy

the conditions of [9, II.§51 but (5.4) in p. 114.

Example 1. If M is the unit sphere S2m and / : S2m -> S2m be the identity

mapping, then ||dfH^ = 1. Let D : S ―>･S be the classicalDirac operator on the

spinor bundle. We have mo = 0 and Atq= 1. Hence the firstnorzero eigenvalue X2
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of D2 is bounded by

l＼ <m(m + 1).

C. Bar [2] showed that k＼= m2 in this case.

When D:A+(S2m) -> A-(S2m) is the Signature operator on S2m, we have

mo = 2 and ko = 2m. Then the firstnorzero eigenvalue k＼ of Laplacian of

Signature operator is also bounded by

X] < m(m+ 1).

In order to give the estimates of the upper bounds of k＼in geometrical terms

of M, we set

V(M), the volume of M,

i(M), the injective radius of M,

K＼, the upper bound of the sectional curvature of M,

(2m― 1)Kq, the lower bound of Ricci curvature of M,

V(Ko,r), the volume of the geodesic balls of radius r in space form of

constant curvature Ko.

Lemma 3.5. Let N(r) be the maximal number of pairwise disjointgeodesic

disksin M allhaving radius r < i(M). Then

V(M)

V(Ko,2r)
< N(r) <

V(M)

V(Kur)

Proof. Cf. p. 78 in [5]. □

Let a > 0 be the largest number such that a2K＼ < n2, a2|A^0|<n2, a < i(M).

Let Nk be the integer part of 2m"1(w0 H h mk-i) - l~mm§ + 1.

Theorem 3.6. Let D be a Dirac operator satisfyingthe conditions of Theorem

3.1. For any integer k, we have, if Nk < {＼ko＼V(M)/V(Ko,2a)),

4

if Nk^l＼ko＼r(M)/V(Ko,2a)),

where c(2m) is a constant.

y/w

^KnfW)

1

y/m
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Proof. It is easy to see that ＼ko＼V(M)/V(Ko,2r) is a continuous function of

r > 0. If Nk > (＼ko＼V(M)/V(Ko,2a)), we can choose a real number r > 0 such

that

＼h＼V{M)

V(K0,2r)
<Nk< ＼ko＼N(r)

Then there exist N(r) pairwise disjoint geodesic disks Bj of M all having the

radius r. Define a map / : M ―>S2m which maps each Bj onto S2m with degree 1.

Then

＼ko＼deg(/) = ＼ko＼N{r)> Nk > 2m~l(mo + ■■■+ mk_x) - l^m^.

We can apply Theorem 3.1. By assumption, K＼r2 <7t2, we can claim (cf. the

proof of Proposition 1 in §3 of [3])

Obviously

7r2

r2

w＼t <

s, V(K0,2r)

yim

7^

r2

n Nk

＼h＼V(M)

xl/m

Since r2＼K0＼<n2, V(K0,2r)/r2m is bounded above.

The case of Nk < (＼ko＼V{M)/V{Ko,2a)) < ＼ko＼N(a)can be proved as fol-

lows.

In this case, there exists N(a) pairwise disjoint geodesic disks Bj of M all

having the radius a. The map / : M ― Slm is defined as above. In this case, we

also have

|*b|deg(/) > 2m-＼m + ■･■+#fi*_i) - 2-mm0

By assumption, K＼a2 < n2, we also have

ii^iiiU^-

Similarly

n2

^
2fV(K0,2a)

―=■< Tt ^a1 ~ V a

)

[V(M)J

Set c(2m) ― sup

r2|K0|<K2

lm(m+ l)WK(yr))
m＼.

This proves the theorem. □
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4. Laplaclan on Forms

Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension 2m and D2 be the

Laplacian of D = d + S acting on the differentialforms. As shown in the proof of

Corollary 3.4, we may consider that ko = 2m. From Theorem 3.1 we have

^<m(m+l) inf||#||^,

where / : M ―>S2m may be any smooth map with degree deg(/) > (1/2) ･

(mo + ･･･ +m/(-i) - 2~2mm0. Notice that mo = dim(kerD) is the sum of Betti

numbers of M which is nonzero. Then 2w~1(m0 H h m^_i) > Nk, where Nk is

defined in §3. From Theorem 3.6, we have

1) if Nk < (2mV(M)/V(K0,2a)), then

^Hm)
2) if Nk>(2mV(M)/V(K0,2a)),

ti < c(2m)
(

Nk

2mV(M)

y/w

y//w

< c{2m)
(

5

mo^ ＼-rnk-＼

2V(M)

＼l/≪

For the odd dimensional manifold, we have the followingtheorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let M be a compact orientedRiemannian manifold of di-

mension 2m ―1, Xx be thefirstnonzero eigenvalueof Laplacian D2. Then

A2<2m(2m-l)M＼＼df＼＼2c,

where f : M -> S2m~lis any smooth map with deg(/) > (V24 -3 - l/22m-l)m0.

Proof. Let M = M x M he Riemannian product of M with itself.Then X＼

is also the firstnonzero eigenvalue of Laplacian on M. Let / : M ―>S2m~l be a

map with degree deg(/) > (V24m~3 - ＼/22m~1)mo.We shall show that there exists

a smooth map g : S2m~x x S2m~l -≫･5"4m"2 of degree 1 such that for any peM,

H^(/,/)ll,2<ll^(/,/)ll,2<ll#llL

The degree of the map a o (/ /) : M ―>514"7-2satisfies

deg(0o(/,/))=deg2(/)>
6

-

1

24m-2

V
o2



da'2 +da2 +

{OdO + O'dd'j1
+

e2 + 612 '

Define a map g : Sn x S" ― S2n by g = exp2 ･ exp^"1,where exp2 maps points

of Bn x Bn -B2n to (0,...,0, -1). When 0 < x < n, sinx/x is a decreasing

function. Hence

= Vo2 + e'2.0"

e'2

62 + 9'2

0
yffF+lF

Therefore there are orthonormal bases of TX(S" x S") and Tg{x)S2n respectively,

sinv^2 + 0'2
_

e

_

sin
< 1.
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where m^ is the sum of Betti numbers of manifold M. Then Theorem 4.1 follows

from Theorem 3.6. The map g can be constructed as follows.

Let (a, 6) be the polar coordinates on Bn = {x e Rn ＼＼x＼< n], aeSn~l,

0 < 0 < 7i, n = 2m - 1. Define

exp! :Bn xBn -> Sn x Sn,

expj ((a, 0), (a', 6')) = ({a sin 9, cos 0),(a' sin9', cos 0')).

Then the standard metric on Sn x Sn can be represented by

ds＼ = sin2 9 da2 + d92 + sin2 9' da'2 + d0'2

= sin 2Bda2 + sin2 0' da'1 +
(Ode' -e'dof

+
(Ode + e'de1)2

＼+＼2 '

On the other hand, set Bln = {x e Rln ||jc|< n} c Bn x Bn, the exponential

map exp2 : B2n a TS2n -> S2n can be written as

exp2(a",0") = (a" sin0", cos 0").

The coordinates on B2n and

a" =

(

Bn x Bn are relatedby

9 6'-a, a
Vo2 + e'2 vo2 + e'2

)

Hence the metric of S2n can be representedby

ds22 = sin2 6" da"2 + d0"2

= smWe2 + 9'2

( e2

e2 + e'2
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x e S" x S". With thesebases the matrix of tangent map dgx is diagonal whose

elements are all equal to or less than 1. The map g may not be smooth on

the boundary of B2n. Using the map g, we can construct a smooth map

g : Sn x Sn ―>S2n with requaired properties. □

Notice that we can not use M ―M x Sl to estimate the firstnonzero

eigenvalue of D2 on M.

The proof of the following corollaryis similarto that of Theorem 3.6.

Corollary 4.2. The firstnonzero eigenvalueof Laplacian on an odd di-

mensional manifold M is bounded by

h＼< c(2m ―l)max (
)

Pi

22m-l y(M＼

) 2/(2m-l) }

V{M)

where c(2m ―1) is a constant and P＼ the integer part of ＼/24m~3―I mo + 1.

Finally we consider the eigenvalue problem on surfaces. Let M be an

oriented Riemannian surface with genus g, then mo = 2(＼+g) and /(M) =

2(1 ―g) is the Euler-Poincare number of M.

Lemma 4.3. The number X ^ 0 is an eigenvalue of D2 acting on differential

forms with multiplicity n, if and only if X is an eigenvalue of D2 acting on

functions with multiplicityn/4.

Proof. Let X2{Ai{M)) = {£e L2(^''(M)) |D2£ = X2Q, i = 0,1,2, be eigen-

spaces of D2. The maps

･ : A°(M) -> A2(M),

d + S:A°(M)@A2{M) -> Al{M)

induce isomorphisms between X2(A°(M)) and X2(A2(M)); between X2(A°(M) c

A2(M)) and X2(Al(M)) respectively. The lemma has been proved. □

Theorem 4.4. Denote X＼ the

functions counting with multiplicity.

k-th nonzero eigenvalue of D2 acting on

Then

X2k<2M＼＼df＼＼l,

where f : M ― S2 is any smooth map with deg(/) > {＼/2){g+ 1) + 2k ―2.
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This theorem followsfrom Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 3.1.From Theorem 3.6,

we have the following

Theorem 4.5. If a + 4k - 2 < (2V(M)f V(Kq,2a)), we have

otherwise

X＼ < c{2)

k＼ < c(2)

N(a)

F(M)'

g + 4k-2

2V{M)

Example 2. Let M be the sphere S2 with standard metric. From Example 1,

we have

A2 <2.

As is well known, the firstnonzero eigenvalue on S2 is 2. The estimate is sharp.
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